
We provide a guaranteed profit and full return on
investment by utilizing cutting-edge technology and
professional traders to manage brokerage accounts.

BROCHURE
COMPANY 



DISCLAIMER
All investments offered by Forge Bear Limited are inherently speculative in nature and entail significant risks of financial loss. We strongly advise prospective
investors to exercise caution and prudence when considering our investment opportunities. Additionally, we recommend that investors seek personalized
guidance from a qualified professional investment advisor and conduct thorough independent research before making any investment decisions based on

information published by our company.

While a substantial portion of the information we provide is sourced directly from reputable companies or submitted to governmental agencies, we rely on this
information without conducting independent verification. Consequently, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information. Forge Bear
Limited does not provide any warranties or guarantees regarding the success of actions taken by investors relying on our statements or recommendations.

It is important to note that past performance does not necessarily indicate future results. Every investment carries inherent risks, and individuals are solely
responsible for their investment decisions. There is no assurance that any trading system, indicator, or signal will yield profits, and there is a possibility of incurring

substantial losses. We strongly urge all investors to comprehend the risks associated with their chosen investment strategies thoroughly. Hypothetical or simulated
performance should not be construed as indicative of future outcomes. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all return examples provided on our websites and

publications are based on hypothetical or simulated scenarios. Forge Bear Limited makes no representations or warranties regarding an investor's likelihood of
achieving profits similar to those illustrated, as hypothetical or simulated performance does not reliably predict future results.

Investors should never engage in any investment without a comprehensive understanding of the worst-case scenarios, including the potential for a total loss of
invested capital.

When trading Contracts for Difference (CFDs) or any other financial assets, there is a possibility of experiencing partial or total losses of invested funds.
Consequently, we strongly advise against investing or trading with funds that individuals cannot afford to lose through this form of trading. Forge Bear Limited

does not guarantee profits or the prevention of losses in trading activities. All clients who register with Forge Bear Limited are considered offshore and anonymous
clients.

If you believe that the services provided by Forge Bear Limited may be prohibited in your jurisdiction or territory, we kindly request that you refrain from opening
an account with our company.

We emphasize that individuals should refrain from entering any investment without a comprehensive understanding of the potential worst-case scenarios
associated with that investment.



WHEN YOU BUY SHARES, MANY STAKEHOLDERS FACILITATE A FAST AND
ANONYMOUS TRANSACTION OVER HIGHLY REGULATED STOCK MARKETS

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
Members*

AAPL

Trading Floor Brokers

Designated Market Makers (DMMs)

Supplemental liquidity Providers (SLPs)
(Citadel Securities LLC, Goldman Sachs )

AAPL

Objective: Add liquidity to the NYSE

Objective: Trade on behalf of member 

(Citadel Securities LLC, GTS Securities, Virtu Americas LLC)
objective: Maintain fair and orderly markets

*Membership is available to SEC registered broker-dealers who have obtained a
self-regulatory organization and have an established connection to a clearing

house; currently 152 NYSE members

Buyer

Buy shares
in Apple

Sell shares
in Apple

Seller

Clearing House Clearing House

Facilitate $55B avg. daily transaction
volume



WHEN YOU BUY BITCOIN, THE TRANSACTION HAPPENS IN A DECENTRALIZED
NETWORK. STILL INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDED FOR FAST TRANSACTION

Liquidity Providers 
Objective: Add liquidity

Exchanges
Objective: Trade on behalf of member 

Buyer

Buy Bitcoin Sell Bitcoin

Seller

Facilitate $5B avg. daily transaction volume
350 000 transactions per day



CRYPTO ECOSYSTEM HAS RAPIDLY GROWN OVER TIME AND HAS A 24H
TRADING VOLUME OF ABOUT $70B ON MORE THAN 600 EXCHANGES

Market Capitalization

Trading Platforms

Crypto Currency

$ 300B $ 130B $ 350B $ 850B*

$ 70B**

These currencies
are traded on 608

exchanges

Crypto Ecosystem
consists of +13,000

currencies

24h trading volume

Binance

China/Malta

$ 9B

Coinbase
USA

$ 3B

Gate.io

HongKong

$ 1B

HotCoin

Australi

a

$ 1B

Citex
Korea

$ 2B

*Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/ 
**Total daily stock market volume in the US is about $160B per day. 



MAIN TAKEAWAYS

Crypto Ecosystem rivals daily trading volume of traditional stock
exchanges with 200 year of history in less than 15 years
Decentralized network also requires infrastructure to facilitate 
fast transaction 
350 000 BTC –Transaction per day
More than 600 exchange



QUICK QUESTION

What if you are able to invest directly
in the infrastructure of the fast-
growing global crypto market?



MONEYMAKING THROUGH SPREAD TRADING

When trading Bitcoin, you buy at ask and sell at bid including
commission, respectively. The Bid/Ask difference is called spread

Sell price
Bid

22.11.2022 08:13 pm

EUR 15 446,54

EUR 15 643,12
Spot Price

EUR 15 839,71 Buy price
Ask

Max 1-3 
seconds

Exchange Commission
%

Exchange Commission
%

EUR 393,17 SPREAD

Transaction example



WHO EARNS THE SPREAD? 

For facilitating trade between two parties liquidity provider receives
the spread less commission paid to exchange

22.11.2022 08:13 pm

Liquidity providers (market makers) 
•make it easier to buy and sell by continuously 
quoting buy and sell prices.
•Earn therefore a spread less exchange commission. 
•Spreads tend to be higher, the higher the volatility in a
market and the lower the transaction volume 
(compare spreads before big news events).

EUR 393,17

Liquidity Provider

Crypto Exchange
Platform

BUYER

Transaction example

Commission

Commission

Buys 
fro

m

seller a
t a

sk 
Sells to buyer 

at bid 

SELLER



BITCOIN TRANSACTION VOLUME HAS STEADILY INCREASED
AND REMAINS FAIRLY STABLE COMPARED TO VOLATILITY IN

PRICE 

BUYER6,5x

$ 65 000

$ 10 000

350 000 Transactions

250 000 Transactions# Transactions

Bitcoin Price

Source: https://www.blockchain.com/explorer/charts/n-transactions



HIGH SPREADS AND HIGH TRANSACTION VOLUME
CURRENTLY OFFER UNIQUE DAILY RETURNS OF 4% FOR

LIQUIDITY PROVIDER

Daily Bitcoin
Transaction Volume

Avg. 300 000 

Daily Bitcoin
Transaction in $

$ 5B

Spread* +
Commissions

$400 -$800

Daily Return incl. Commissions
4% 

$ 200M

Opportunity

Spread: In times of increased volatility the spread increases (and vice versa). Also dependent of exchange platform terms. 



MAIN TAKEAWAYS

Like at the traditional stock market liquidity providers enable
smooth transactions on the crypto markets
To profit on the bid/ask spread depends on the amount of
transaction rather than on the bitcoin price 
Therefore, risk is comparably low given stable transaction volume
and returns high, which makes it an unique investment
opportunity



ABOUT US
A large amount of our company's resources is devoted to making investments
more affordable. The company is registered in The United KIngdom and has
passed all the checks in order to ensure its customers the reliability and
stability of the investment. We look forward to effective work and cooperation
with our customers and partners, and we will make all the necessary efforts
for the successful development of the company.
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Our presence has spread to the United States, Canada, Singapore, Russia and
several other countries around the world; Forge Bear have led the rapid
development of the Blockchain industry. We expect young and energetic
new members to join us in contributing to the global Blockchain business. At
Forge Bear , we believe in serving our clients in the most efficient manner
possible.
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GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

Goal nº 1 Goal nº 2 Objective
Provide a guaranteed

profit and full return on
investment by utilizing

cutting-edge
technology and

professional traders to
manage brokerage

accounts.

Minimize risks, offer
stable daily profits, and

encourage reinvestment
of assets to create a
mutually beneficial

relationship with
investors.

 Expand global
presence and

contribute to the rapid
development of the

Blockchain industry by
welcoming new
members to the

organization.



REGULATORY
DOCUMENT

Forge Bear Limited, a company duly registered in the United Kingdom under the company No. 14901869. Forge Bear Limited is an appointed representative of the Openwork partnership, a trading
style of Openwork Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. If you wish to view the Openwork disclaimer, click here OPENWORK LIMITED - 04399725 –
Incorporated on 20 March 2002 Washington House, Lydiard Fields, Swindon, SN5 8UB.

https://www.theopenworkpartnership.com/email-disclaimer/


We offer ioffers investment services primarily focused on cryptocurrency and
digital currency markets. They claim to have a team of experts who manage
investments for clients, with an emphasis on transparency and profitability.

They also highlight their global presence and commitment to risk
management.



Service nº 1 Service nº 2 Service nº 3
We provide comprehensive portfolio

management services. Portfolio
management involves the strategic

selection and management of a
combination of assets, such as

stocks, bonds, and cryptocurrencies,
to achieve specific investment goals

and risk profiles.

We use arbitrage principles to
exploit market price imbalances and

inefficiencies as part of their
investment strategy.

We also offer investment services
with a guarantee of profit and a full
return on investment. They claim to

have professional traders who
manage brokerage accounts on

behalf of investors, regardless of their
size.



Choose From Our Range Of Plans Curated For All

STARTER

Minimum: $100
Maximum: $2,999

Earn: 1.65%
Duration: 24 Hours

Support: 24/7

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Minimum: $3,000
Maximum: $9,999

Earn: 10%
Duration: 5 Days

Support: 24/7

Minimum: $10,000
Maximum: UNLTD

Earn: 85%
Duration: 20 Days

Support: 24/7



We run an Affiliate Program;
To take part in and benefit
from this affiliate program, you
are not obliged to make a
deposit. Referral commisions
range from 2%-5% deoending
on the level.

We also offer a Partnership
program to the most active
investors with referral
Commission on all plans rising
up to a possible 10%

AFFILIATE
PROGRAM

2%

3%

5%



You earn 2% on referrals

You earn 3% on your Tier-2
downlines

You earn 5% on your Tier -3
downlines

YOU CAN EARN ON UP TO
THREE TIERS THROUGH
REFERRALS:

REFERRAL
CHART

YOU

YOUR DIRECT
DOWNLINES

YOUR TIER-2
DOWNLINES

YOUR TIER-3
DOWNLINES



www.forgebear.com

support@forgebear.com

110 Southwark St, London SE1 0SU,
United Kingdom

+1(601)-453-9758

CONTACT US

https://www.google.com/maps/@51.5057867,-0.1004018,3a,75y,44.4h,90t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1su-2xX5GpmTwyjWVWzJ_vKQ!2e0!7i16384!8i8192?entry=ttu
https://www.google.com/maps/@51.5057867,-0.1004018,3a,75y,44.4h,90t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1su-2xX5GpmTwyjWVWzJ_vKQ!2e0!7i16384!8i8192?entry=ttu

